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**QUESTION: 43**
Which is a primary selling point when considering an additional larger display, keyboard, dock, or mouse when selling HP notebooks?

A. Increases functionality  
B. agile workspaces  
C. decreases fatigue  
D. increases productivity

**Answer: B**

**QUESTION: 44**
Which HP Notebook series delivers a high level of performance, has a long battery life of more than 13 hours, and provides dual storage-drive and legacy support?

A. ProBook 600 G4  
B. EliteOne 800 G4  
C. Sprout Pro G2  
D. EliteBook 705 G5

**Answer: A**

**QUESTION: 45**
Which innovative software is included in the HP workstation that enables users to access, share, and broadcast workstation apps from any remote PC, Mac. or Windows tablet?

A. HP Business Process Monitoring Anywhere Software  
B. HP Remote Graphics Software  
C. HP Operations Smart Plug-in Software  
D. HP Remote Configuration Management Software

**Answer: B**

**Explanation**
HP Remote Graphics Software
Access, share, and broadcast your Windows and Linux® workstation apps in amazing, high-speed clarity from any remote PC, Mac®, or Windows tablet with HP Remote Graphics Software (RGS), built from the ground up with HP’s workstation expertise. HP RGS 7 brings an all new HP Velocity status bar and controls, greater collaboration control, Windows 10 touch and tablet features, native Wacom pen tablet redirection on Linux®, improved Linux® audio, a new user interface for admins to customize RGS deployments, and more.


**QUESTION: 46**

What is the advantage of HP Workwise?

A. Secures the PC remotely through an advanced Smartphone App for PC Management
B. Automates the protection of the BIOS and enables robust manageability through firmware
C. Provides multiple layers of protection to cover every entry point from the BIOS and hard drive to the software
D. Provides hardware-based encryption to help secure data, email, and user credentials

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION: 47**

Which HP strategy provides support to users by making IT accessories available to pick-up whenever they are needed?

A. comprehensive security
B. providing concierge-level IT
C. empowering end users
D. making your device smarter

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION: 48**

Which security feature offers an optional integrated privacy screen?
A. HP Sure View Gen2
B. HP Image Assistant
C. HP Client Security Manager Gen4
D. HP Sure Run

Answer: A
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